Seems to be active, but does not mirror 15.1 updates.

History

#1 - 01/02/2020 12:43 pm - pjessen
- Category set to Mirrors
- Assignee set to pjessen
- Private changed from Yes to No

#2 - 10/02/2020 09:27 am - pjessen
- Due date set to 17/02/2020
- Status changed from New to Feedback

Appears to carry Tumbleweed, but is way out of date.

```
# mb show uoc
  identifier     : ftp.cc.uoc.gr
  operatorName   : University of Crete
  operatorUrl    : http://www.cc.uoc.gr/
  region         : eu
  country        : gr
  asn            : 6867
  prefix         : 147.52.0.0/16
  lat,lng        : 35.325,25.131
  regionOnly     : False
  countryOnly    : False
  asOnly         : False
  prefixOnly     : False
  ipv6Only       : False
  otherCountries :
  fileMaxsize    : 0
  publicNotes    :
  score          : 100
  enabled        : True
  statusBaseurl  : True
  admin          :
  adminEmail     : ftпадm@cc.uoc.gr
```
I have written to the admin address to inquire about status.

#3 - 18/02/2020 07:00 am - pjessen
- Due date changed from 17/02/2020 to 01/03/2020
- Status changed from Feedback to In Progress

I have not had a response yet, but I think the poor status is due to this mirror using the 160gb hotstuff module. Now that I have updated the hotstuff modules, see issue [https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/33346](https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/33346), I suspect the situation will correct itself.

#4 - 26/03/2020 09:21 am - pjessen
- Due date deleted (01/03/2020)
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

They are currently carrying TW, 15.1 updates and 15.2 updates. Looks good.